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A theoretical study on the nonlinear optical properties of both gold and nickel slit arrays inlaid with a
third-order nonlinear dielectric medium is presented. In particular, we investigate the optical Kerr effect and third
harmonic generation. The geometrical parameters, along with the optical properties of each metal, determine
the electromagnetic environment near the slits and, in turn, the nonlinear optical response. The optical Kerr
effect is only seen for slit arrays in gold, where the transmitted and reflected currents are modified with the
incident intensity, while nickel slit arrays behave linearly within the same range of input intensities. However,
third harmonic emission occurs for both systems, unveiling third-order nonlinearities taking place also in nickel
structures.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Interaction of light with matter gives rise to a great
number of nonlinear optical phenomena, such as Raman
scattering, photoluminescence in metals, second harmonic
(SH) generation, four wave mixing (FWM), third harmonic
(TH) generation, or the optical Kerr effect (OKE).1 The
nonlinear response of dielectrics has been long exploited
in technological applications. In general, dielectrics in bulk
present weak nonlinear response at moderately low laser
powers. On the contrary, if metallic inclusions are present,
the electric field can be efficiently enhanced and nonlinear
effects in metallodielectric structures may occur at lower
laser powers.2,3 Different configurations of metal slit arrays
combined with nonlinear dielectrics have been widely in-
vestigated for their potential uses in optical bistability,4–6
nonlinear beam manipulation,7,8 and switching.9,10 Among
the possible arrangements, an interesting example is a slit
array filled with nonlinear dielectrics, investigated in Refs. 4,6,
and 8, where the nonlinear phenomena described originate
from OKE, and in Ref. 11, where several aspects of har-
monic generation have been analyzed. However, the physical
mechanisms behind these two effects have not been correlated
and to our knowledge, OKE and TH generation have not
been investigated within the same theoretical framework (and
for the same system) so far. Furthermore, the influence of
absorption of metals in combination with nonlinear dielectrics
and the relation to field enhancement have not been described
either.
In this work, we investigate theoretically the optical re-
sponse of metallic slit arrays inlaid with a Kerr-type nonlinear
medium (see Fig. 1), where both TH generation and OKE
phenomena are present. The former describes processes in
which light at frequency 3ω is generated from an applied field
at frequency ω, whereas OKE processes have an influence on
the fundamental harmonic, through a variation of the local
dielectric constant. We also describe how the absorption of
metals and slit widths affect the EM field near subwavelength
slits which, in turn, determines the overall nonlinear response.
The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we describe the
theoretical framework along with the numerical method used.
In Sec. III we provide the geometrical and material parameters
used for both the linear and nonlinear numerical simulations in
Sec. IV and Sec. V, respectively. The later contains results for
OKE (Sec. V A) as well as TH generation (Sec. V B). Finally,
conclusions are presented in Sec. VI.
II. THEORETICAL APPROACH
We use the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method12
to treat both the linear optical properties of metals and the
nonlinear third-order response of dielectrics.13 The third-order
nonlinear dielectric is considered isotropic, homogeneous, and
dispersionless in frequency, so the relationship between the
displacement ( D) and the electric field ( E) is
D = ε0 E + P , (1)P  ε0χ (1) E + ε0χ (3)( E · E) E
in the MKS system of units, where “·” denotes the scalar
product, ε0 is the dielectric constant of vacuum, χ (1) the linear
susceptibility, and χ (3) the third-order one.
In the particular case of harmonic fields, that is, E =
E0(r)e−iωt , and taking into account that EM fields must be
defined as real numbers, it can be easily found that1
PR = ε0
{
χ (1) ER + 3χ
(3)
4
|E|2 ER + χ
(3)
8
[ E3 + ( E∗)3]
}
,
(2)
DR = ε0
[
ε + 3χ
(3)
4
|E|2
]
ER + ε0χ
(3)
8
[ E3 + ( E∗)3],
where ER = ( E+c.c.2 ) and ε = 1 + χ (1), where c.c. stands
for “complex conjugate.” Note that the local change of the
dielectric constant associated with OKE is given by the term
ε = 3χ (3)4 |E|2, whereas ε0χ
(3)
8 [ E3 + ( E∗)3] describes the TH
generation processes.
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In what follows we sketch how these expressions are
implemented within a FDTD nonlinear algorithm. A full
description of this algorithm can be found in Ref. 13. Let us
start from the relation given by Eq. (1). Within the FDTD
method, Maxwell’s equations are discretized both in time
and space. At each position inside the nonlinear medium, the
displacement vector at instant n + 1, Dn+1, is obtained from
its value at the previous instant n, and from the curl of the
magnetic field at n − 1/2. From Eq. (1), once Dn+1 is known,
the electric field at n + 1 must satisfy
En+1 =
Dn+1
ε0(ε + χ (3)| En+1|2)
. (3)
Taking the modulus of this expression, a cubic polynomial
in | En+1|2 must be solved at each FDTD iteration. Because
both ε and χ (3) are positive, there is only one real and positive
root which must be chosen to ensure that | En+1|2 is real and
positive.
In the FDTD method, illumination and data processing for
retrieving the optical properties are key issues. Throughout
this work we use p-polarized light sources at normal incidence
[wave vector along the z direction; see Fig. 1 (top)]. Unless
otherwise stated, we employ in our calculations a gaussian
wave packet (GW), centered at a carrier frequency ω0. We are
interested in nonlinear optical responses at a fixed wavelength,
hence long-standing pulses (narrow in frequency) must be
launched. Such pulses have a wide spread in space at t = 0,
requiring a very large and inefficient computational box. To
avoid this constraint we implemented the total-field scattered-
field (TFSF)12 technique, which allows the incorporation of
almost monochromatic sources. The system is divided into two
regions: One is the total field (TF) region (where the EM field
is the sum of the scattered and the incident field), and the other
is the scattered field (SF) region (where only the scattered
field is computed). The incident EM wave is launched into
the system precisely at the boundaries defined by the TF/SF
regions.
The GW is defined as
Ex(z,t) = 12
(
E0xe
ı
ω0
c
se−(
s
σ
)2 + c.c.), (4)
where s = z − z0 − ct/n1, z0 being the position where the
gaussian field reaches its maximum at t = 0, and n1 = √ε1
corresponds to the refractive index of the illumination region.
The parameter σ controls both the spectral width and the pulse
duration. Without lack of generality E0x is chosen to be a real
number. This wave packet carries an instantaneous intensity:
I (z,t) = n10c
∣∣E0x ∣∣2 cos
(ω0
c
s
)2
e−2(
s
σ
)2 . (5)
In the case of linear calculations (χ (3) = 0), σ is chosen so
that the wave packet contains all the frequencies of interest. To
calculate transmission (TL) and reflection (RL) as a function
of the wavelength of the incoming light, we project onto
diffracted modes in each dielectric half space, so we can
distinguish among the different diffracted orders (see Ref. 14
for further details). Additionally, the TFSF method enables
the calculation of transmitted and reflected currents within
a single simulation: The reflection region is chosen to be
the SF region; and the structure along with the transmission
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Panels (a) and (b) render transmission,
reflection, and absorption through gold metal films pierced by slits
periodically arranged, as a function of wavelength. Two different
slit widths w = 300 nm and w = 100 nm are chosen in panels (a)
and (b), respectively. The slits are filled with a dielectric constant
ε2 = 10.0. The rest of geometrical parameters are P = 1200 nm and
h = 185 nm. Panels (c) and (d) correspond to nickel. Top figure:
Schematic of the system.
half space cover the TF one. These quantities are calculated
integrating the Poynting vector flux through a unit cell, in the
frequency domain. In the nonlinear case, transmittance and
reflectance, for both the fundamental harmonic (FH) and the
third harmonic (TH), are easily obtained by integrating the
transmitted and reflected power in a frequency range around
the different harmonics, and normalizing to the power of the
incident field. The width of the frequency window used in
the integration is not important, provided that it is both much
smaller than the fundamental frequency and larger than the
spectral width of the incident wave packet.
III. GEOMETRICAL AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES
The geometrical parameters of the slit arrays (see top panel
of Fig. 1) are selected so that a transmission resonance appears
at telecom wavelengths (∼1500 nm). The location of this
resonance is mostly dictated by the period (which is chosen to
be P = 1200 nm), and the film thickness15 (in this case h =
185 nm). We consider free-standing systems (ε1 = ε3 = 1).
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Since the nonlinear material filling the slits is chosen to be
isotropic, homogeneous, and dispersionless in frequency, the
EM field responds instantaneously. Materials with high ε
values usually possess also large values of χ (3), following
Miller’s rule.1 Chalcogenide glasses such as As2Se3 fit well
the later requirements16–20 at telecom, and additionally, these
glasses feature low linear and two-photon absorption (TPA) at
infrared wavelengths, where they are transparent. However, in
real experiments these materials support a maximum change
in the refractive index n ≈ ε/2√ε ∼ 0.0001 before being
damaged. This value is too small for nonlinear applications
based on a strong change of the local dielectric constant, as
the OKE considered here. As an alternative to chalcogenides,
semiconductors such as GaAs appear as good candidates, with
an index change threshold four orders of magnitude higher
than the one for chalcogenides,21,22 while still featuring high
χ (3). In any case, appropriate candidates for real experiments
must have both high ε and χ (3), and also must behave as Kerr-
type materials with low absorption in a wide range of local
intensities and wavelengths. For the sake of illustration in what
follows we take ε = 10.0 and χ (3) ≈ 3.682 × 10−19 (m2/V2)
(from Miller’s rule) which are typical semiconductor
values.
Concerning metals, both gold and nickel are considered in
this paper, because they are representative cases of low- and
high-absorbing metals, respectively. The dielectric constant,
εm, is taken from the experimental values tabulated in
Refs. 23 and 24, and conveniently fitted into Drude-Lorentz
formulas.14,25 In this work, we neglect the nonlinear response
of metals. Note that the change in the metal dielectric
constant due to OKE would be orders of magnitude lower
than the dielectric constant of metals at telecom, making a
noticeable OKE related effect unlikely. In contrast, if the
considered dielectric presents a strong nonlinear coefficient,
TH generation and emission from the metal itself are expected
to be hidden by the high-index medium response, according
to recent FWM experiments by Renger et al.26
IV. LINEAR RESPONSE
Let us start with the linear optical response (χ (3) = 0).
Figure 1 depicts the zeroth-order transmittance (TL), re-
flectance (RL), and absorbance (AL), through gold slit arrays
(upper panels) and nickel ones (lower panels). Two different
slit widths have been considered: w = 300 nm and w = 100
nm (left and right panels, respectively).
For gold systems, panels (a) and (b) in Fig. 1 show
resonances emerging at λ ≈ 1550 nm, while the simulations
for nickel present an almost flat spectra [panels (c) and
(d)]. Resonances in gold originate from the hybridization
of surface plasmon polaritons, and a localized Fabry-Perot
resonance.15,27 As we will see next, the nonlinear response
is determined by both the intensity and width in frequency
of the different spectral features in the linear regime. For
slit arrays, transmission features strongly depend on both the
width of the aperture and the optical properties of the metal
(as in two-dimensional arrays of holes14,28). In particular,
absorption reduces the time photons stay inside the apertures,
and this is evidenced in the full width at half maximum of the
transmission peaks, λ. The fact that peaks in nickel are much
wider than those in gold for the same geometrical parameters
suggests that absorption losses are dominant in the former case.
In the same way, radiation losses are expected to depend mainly
on the width of the opening. Hence, when studying λ for
slit arrays in gold where actual transmission resonances take
place, we find wider transmittance peaks for wider openings
because coupling with radiation is easier in them. Additionally,
as photons stay less time inside wide apertures, absorbance is
also lower in systems with wider openings, as can be seen in
panels (a) and (b) in Fig. 1.
V. NONLINEAR RESPONSE
Next, we will characterize the nonlinear response of the
slit arrays investigated in Fig. 1. We describe the nonlinear
behavior for wavelengths fixed at transmittance maxima for
gold, where intense EM fields are expected to occur. As slit
arrays in nickel do not show resonant behavior, for a given slit
width the same wavelengths are chosen for nickel and gold
(see inset in each panel of Fig. 2).
A. Optical Kerr effect
For these nonlinear calculations we illuminate the structure
with a 820 fs GW (σ ≈ 84 μm), so that the spectral width
TH
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Slit arrays in gold (P = 1200 nm,
h = 185 nm). Panels (a), (c) depict the calculated FH nonlinear
transmitted and reflected intensities, along with the absorption (sym-
bols), as a function of the maximum instantaneous input intensity,
at λ ∼ 1495 nm and λ ∼ 1578 nm, respectively. Additionally, the
corresponding linear curves are depicted with thin lines. Panels (b)
and (d) show TH emission (double logarithm scale) at λ ∼ 498 nm
and λ ∼ 526 nm, respectively. The empty symbols in (c) render the
results for a plane wave.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Slit arrays in nickel (P = 1200 nm,
h = 185 nm). Panels (a), (c) depict the calculated FH nonlinear
transmitted and reflected intensities, along with the absorption (sym-
bols), as a function of the the maximum instantaneous input intensity,
at λ = 1495 nm and λ = 1578 nm, respectively. Additionally, the
corresponding linear curves are depicted with thin lines. Panels (b)
and (d) show the corresponding TH calculations at λ ∼ 498 nm and
λ ∼ 526 nm, respectively.
is λ ≈ 10 nm. The left panels of Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show
the results of the FH transmitted and reflected intensities as a
function of the maximum instantaneous input intensity (Iin),
for gold and nickel systems, respectively. Two slit widths are
considered: (a) w = 300 nm and (c) w = 100 nm. In the same
figures thin lines represent transmitted, reflected, and absorbed
intensities obtained from extrapolation of the linear case. In
arrays in gold (Fig. 2), when Iin increases the transmitted
output intensity decreases to values lower than those expected
from the linear transmittance. This reduction is more clear for
w = 100 nm. Interestingly, this transmitted output “limitation”
occurs mostly at the expense of the reflected current, so
the absorption levels are restrained to values <10 GW/cm2
within the input intensity range here studied. This reduction
in transmitted output can be understood as follows: OKE
increases the dielectric constant of the Kerr-type dielectric
filling the slits [Eq. (2)]. Therefore, the effect of increasing
the input intensity can, in a first approximation, be understood
by a rigid redshift of the linear spectrum. As we consider
wavelengths for maximum transmittance in the linear case, the
intensity-induced shift reduces the differential transmittance.
It is worth mentioning that by choosing wavelengths that do not
correspond to maxima in the linear transmission, a different
optical response rather than optical limiting could be obtained.
For instance, optical switching has been theoretically predicted
close to transmission minima.29
Figures 3(a) and 3(c) depict FH emission for nickel systems
with w = 300 nm and w = 100 nm, respectively. Notice
that, for nickel, T and R hardly deviate from their values
in the linear regime. As we show later, for the considered
intensities the induced change of the dielectric constant inside
the slits is much smaller than for gold. Moreover, as the
linear transmission and reflection spectra present very smooth
variations, the small nonlinear induced change in the dielectric
constant translates into an even smaller change in the scattering
coefficients.
Phenomena related to OKE occur due to local variations
of the refractive index modulated by the average of the
electric field intensity [Eq. (2)]. Since this change in the
refractive index is not very large, for nonlinear dielectrics in
bulk it is common to approximate it as n = n2Iin, where
n2 = 3χ (3)4n2cε0 is the Kerr coefficient, with n =
√
ε and c the
speed of light. However, this approximation assumes that no
field enhancement takes place in the structure. If a nonlinear
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FIG. 4. (Color online) For a slit array in gold (P = 1200 nm,
h = 185 nm, w = 100 nm) illuminated with a PW (λ ∼ 1578 nm),
panels (a), (b), (c) display | E(x,z)|/| E0| for a unit cell, for three
different values of Iin: 8 GW/cm2, 20 GW/cm2 and 32 GW/cm2,
respectively. The corresponding local change in the refractive index
inside the slits, n(x,z), is depicted in panels (d), (e), and (f).
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dielectric filling a slit array behaved as a dielectric in bulk, then
(i) the electric field intensity should be homogeneous inside
the slits, and (ii) the field enhancement should be constant and
close to unity for all wavelengths.
Let us investigate whether the above postulations are
fulfilled in the chosen structures. First, we consider another
case where the illumination source is a plane wave (PW). To
simulate this PW source (eıω0s/c), an exponentially increasing
function is employed to switch on the source from zero to
the stationary state at the TF/SF boundaries. This smooth
“switching on” is necessary because otherwise there would be
EM fields different from zero at t = 0 along these boundaries,
provoking instabilities in the FDTD time evolution. Once the
stationary state is reached, this source carries an instantaneous
intensity identical to that of a GW at maximum. For compar-
ison, Fig. 2(c) renders with empty symbols the FH intensity
obtained with this source. We get slightly different results,
which highlights an important consequence when dealing
with nonlinear materials: The nonlinear optical response not
only depends on the geometrical parameters, materials, and
intensity of the impinging light considered, but also on the
spatial profile of the beam and its temporal dependence. These
differences may be attributed to “memory effects,” precisely
related to the particular EM field time evolution.
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Similar study to the one shown in Fig. 4 but
for a slit array in nickel (P = 1200 nm, h = 185 nm, w = 100 nm)
illuminated with a PW (λ = 1578 nm).
Next, Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show a field enhancement co-
efficient defined as α = | E(x,z)|/| E0| (left panels) and the
corresponding local change in the refractive index only inside
the slits, n(x,z) (right panels), for slit arrays in gold and
in nickel, respectively. Three different instantaneous input
intensities are considered, and the slit width is chosen to
be w = 100 nm. The local change of the refractive index
inside the slits is computed from the values of the electric
field amplitude at the stationary state. These figures show
that for gold systems both the field enhancement coefficient
and n(x,z) strongly depend on the incident intensity (where
different patterns are obtained for each incident intensity),
whereas the panels for nickel systems present negligible
changes in the pattern for any Iin. Additionally, both metals
present inhomogeneous α(x,z) field enhancements with high
intensity lobes at the entrance and at the exit of the slits, and
a field decrease through the middle. These results indicate
that OKE in gold systems arises from two effects: (i) linear
transmission spectra depend on the incident wavelength and
(ii) α(x,z) are inhomogeneous spatial coefficients that depend
on the incident intensity. Therefore, when the incident intensity
increases, so does the field enhancement coefficient, and this
translates into an increase of n(x,z). As an increase of
the dielectric constant in the linear regime produces a rigid
redshift of the linear spectrum, only for gold systems where
sharp transmission features take place, the nonlinear response
deviates rapidly from the linear regime. On the contrary, in
nickel systems, neither do the linear spectra depend on the
wavelength, nor does the field enhancement coefficient depend
on the incident intensity, and as a result, the nonlinear optical
response associated with the OKE hardly deviates from the
linear regime.
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Electric field amplitude in a slit array
at λ = 1578 nm (FH) and λ = 526 nm (TH). Panels (a) and (b)
are for gold and (c) and (d) for nickel. The incident intensity is
Iin = 32 GW/cm2, w = 100 nm, and the rest of geometrical param-
eters as in Fig. 1.
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B. Third-harmonic generation
In this section we investigate TH emission arising from
the nonlinear dielectric filling the slits. As in Sec. V A,
Fig. 2 corresponds to calculations for slit arrays in gold, and
Fig. 3 to nickel systems. Panels (b) and (d) correspond to TH
calculations. For gold systems we observe that TH currents
are several orders of magnitude smaller than either the input
intensity or the corresponding FH values [depicted with full
symbols in panels (a) and (c)]. For nickel systems, despite FH
transmission not deviating from what would be expected if the
system responded linearly [panels (a) and (c)], the appearance
of TH radiation unveils third-order nonlinear processes taking
place inside the slits. Interestingly, despite RL in the linear
regime at the corresponding wavelength where TH emission
takes place, λ = 526 nm, being orders of magnitude larger
than TL, nonlinear calculations in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show
almost identical TH radiated currents. For instance, in the
linear regime for slits in gold and w = 100 nm, RL = 0.67
and T ≈ 2.4 × 10−4 at λ = 526 nm, while in the nonlinear
regime emission into the reflection region is only 1.3 times
larger than that into the transmission half space. Because TH
emission goes as the cubed local intensity, it is expected to be
a function of both time and space. Figure 6 shows the electric
field amplitudes for the w = 100 nm slits at Iin = 32 GW/cm2.
Panels (a) and (b) depict near field in the case of gold at
λ = 1578 nm (FH) and λ = 526 nm (TH), respectively. The
bottom panels, (c) and (d), show the same but for nickel. This
figure suggests that if the structure is designed so that FH is
efficiently transmitted, the field at the exit of slits must be com-
parable to the fields at the entrances. In that case, transmission
coefficients at the wavelength where TH generates do not play
an important role because light is generated directly close to
the slit exits. Besides, although gold and nickel show similar
distributions of the electric field amplitudes, local intensity
is much higher in gold slits than in nickel ones [compare
panels (a) and (c)].
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have theoretically analyzed the nonlinear
optical response of arrays of slits, drilled on either gold or
nickel films, filled with a third-order nonlinear material. A
priori, all of them should display optical effects related to OKE
and TH generation. However, these effects strongly depend
on the material properties of both the dielectric filling the
slits and the metal chosen. We attribute to OKE the behavior
found in the transmitted and reflected currents calculated
for the slit arrays in gold. However, in nickel OKE is not
strong enough for boosting noticeable modifications in the
optical spectra. This shows that the efficiency of the nonlinear
response strongly depends on the intrinsic losses, and that
losses due to absorption play the most important role in
these systems. Furthermore, TH generation is observed for
both metals. The emission of photons at the third harmonic
of near-infrared and telecom wavelengths opens the door
for ultraviolet and optical light sources from nanoscale
areas.
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